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solder. In compensation, the tiny package 
does make it possible to build a complete 
2 A charging circuit on less than 2.5 cm2 of 
printed circuit board.

For the prototype, with a charging current of 
670 mA, we selected for L1 a 4.7 µH inductor 
with a DC resistance (DCR) of 0.082 Ω (82 mΩ) 
rated for a current (DCI) of 1.72 A. If a charge 
current of up to 2 A is wanted, an inductor 

that are available can be found at [2]. For our 
prototype we used a type BQ24103A.

(081147-I)

Internet Links
[1] www.ti.com/lit/gpn/bq24103a

[2] http://focus.ti.com/docs/prod/folders/print/
bq24103a.html

with a DCR of less than 0.025 Ω (25 mΩ) and 
a current rating of 4 A or more should be cho-
sen. For R5 we used a Vishay 150 mΩ SMD 
resistor in an 0805 package (available, for 
example, from Farnell), and for C3 a ceramic 
barrier-layer capacitor with a working voltage 
of 25 V. If an electrolytic capacitor is used it 
must have a very low ESR.

An overview of the various versions of the IC 

12 V AC Dimmer
Peter Jansen (The Netherlands)

The circuit described here is 
derived from a conventional 
design for a simple lamp dimmer, 
as you can see if you imagine a 
diac connected between points A 
and B. The difference between this 
circuit and a normal diac circuit is 
that a diac circuit won’t work at 
12 V. This is the fault of the diac. 
Most diacs have a trigger voltage 
in the range of 30 to 40V, so they 
can’t work at 12 V, which means 
the dimmer also can’t work.

The portion of the circuit between 
points A and B acts like a diac with 
a trigger voltage of approximately 
5.5 V. The network formed by R1, 
P1 and C1 generates a phase shift 
relative to the supply voltage. 
The ‘diac equivalent’ circuit outputs a phase-
shifted trigger pulse to the triac on each posi-
tive and negative half-cycle of the sinusoidal 
AC voltage.
This works as follows. First consider the posi-

diode starts to conduct. Then cur-
rent starts to flow, driving T1 and 
T3 into conduction. This produces 
a pulse at point B. The same prin-
ciple applies to the negative half 
of the sine wave, in this case with 
D1, T2 and T4 as the key players.
The trigger angle can be adjusted 
with P1 over a range of approxi-
mately 15 degrees to 90 degrees. 
C2 provides a certain amount of 
noise decoupling. Depending 
on the load, the triac may need a 
heat sink. You can use practically 
any desired transistors; the types 
indicated here are only exam-
ples. If the circuit does not dim 
far enough, you can change the 
value of P1 to 25 kΩ. This allows 
the trigger angle to be increased 
to 135 degrees.

Note: this circuit works fine with normal 
transformers, but not with ‘electronic’ 
transformers.

(090370-I)

tive half of the sine wave. C1 charges when 
the voltage starts to rise, with a time constant 
determined by C1, R1 and P1. T1 does not 
start conducting right away. It waits until the 
voltage across D2 reaches 4.7 V and the Zener 
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Simple Temperature Measurement 
and Control
Jochen Brüning (Germany)

The circuit described here and its accom-
panying BASCOM software arose from the 
need to control the temperature in a lami-
nator. The laminator does include its own 
temperature controller, but it was not suit-
able for the author‘s purposes (making 
printed circuit boards using a thermal trans-
fer method [1]). The result (see circuit dia-

a wide linear temperature range from –50 °C 
to +150 °C and the TO220 package is particu-
larly convenient because it has a handy fix-
ing hole and heatsink to allow good thermal 
contact. Note that the heatsink is electrically 
connected to the collector of the transistor, 
so it may be necessary to use an insulating 
washer.

The BD243C is wired as a diode by connecting 

gram) is based around an ATmega48 micro-
controller with a 2-by-16 LCD panel and a 
rotary encoder. The base-emitter junction of 
an ordinary NPN power transistor in a TO220 
package is used as the temperature sensor. 
Although this technique is not often seen, 
it is far from new: decades ago Elektor pub-
lished a digital thermometer design with an 
NPN transistor pressed into service as the 
sensor. The approach has the advantage of 




